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WHO LEADS THE JAPANESE E COMMERCE MARKET, AMAZON OR RAKUTEN?

WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THE RAKUTEN ECOSYSTEM? 
WHAT IS RAKUTEN ICHIBA?

WILL RAKUTEN BECOME GENUINE GLOBAL 
PLAYERS ON PAR WITH AMAZON AND EBAY?



Introduction

Japan is the only major ecommerce market where a 
home grown incumbent, Rakuten, achieves higher 
gross merchandise sales (GMS) than Amazon, on 
both Amazon Retail and its marketplace combined. 
(The other market is China, but Amazon’s laggard 
position in the country is not due to Alibaba’s 
inherent competitiveness and business model, 
but an unlevel playing field and CP intervention 
skewing the market home grown players.)

How has Rakuten made domestic leadership and 
holding off Amazon possible? We believe that 
there are learnings that can be copied into other 
markets and that in time new local champions 
could emerge to knock Amazon off its perch in 
the France, Germany or the UK.

Irrespective of the industry, leading loyalty players 
could learn from Rakuten’s disruptions of global 
e-commerce. The key competitive edge in its 
unique business model with a diverse portfolio 
of businesses is the Rakuten Super Points loyalty 
scheme which generates loyalty and stickiness 
for both consumers and merchants and drives 
significant cross shopping effects. The super points 
look likely to develop into the first truly global 
scheme on a vertical basis including consumer 
finance, retail, travel, streaming content, sport etc 
and also horizontally across markets (Japan, USA, 
Germany, France, UK etc).

Rakuten Ichiba’s focus upon quality ensures that 
only reputable businesses are allowed to trade 
carrying extremely little risk of poor products and 
elevating Rakuten as the premium marketplace. 
Clearly conveying these qualities throughout 
its global expansion is essential if it is to have 
an impact in the global e-commerce space. 
Therefore, Rakuten offers something different to 
its rivals but these strengths can also be viewed as 
weaknesses. 

The principle of quality merchants and products 
prevents Rakuten having the scale of Amazon and 
eBay as it is far more picky about who can sell on 
the site. This is a major drawback in Rakuten’s quest 
to become a global leader as it arguably needs a 
vast network of merchants to drive network effects 
and rival the big two.

This report probes into these matters and much 
more in great detail to provide a fascinating 
insight into this impressive yet relatively unknown 
e-commerce company whose innovative ideas, 
energetic expansion and strong adherence to its 
principles is to be admired. The great question 
is whether Rakuten will build as much brand 
awareness as Amazon and eBay have with 
consumers.



Key Questions Answered

Japan:

Who leads the Japanese e commerce market, Amazon or Rakuten and on which KPIs should •	
leadership be measured and established?

What is special about the Rakuten Ecosystem? What is Rakuten Ichiba? What are Rakuten’s USPs? •	
Why are Super points, the loyalty scheme, so important for Rakuten? How much of Rakuten’s total 
domestic e-commerce is accounted for by Ichiba’s GMS?

How has Abenomics affected Rakuten’s performance in Japan and abroad? What are the contradictions •	
inherent in Rakuten’s business model? Is Rakuten only relevant in the Japanese context or can the 
model be globalised?

Foreign expansion:

Will Rakuten become genuine global players on par with Amazon and eBay? Will Rakuten compete •	
effectively with Amazon and eBay in the US? What are the hurdles Rakuten face when aggressively 
launching into more mature western markets? Can they be overcome?

What has been Rakuten’s approach to overseas expansion? What type of companies have Rakuten •	
acquired in the last few years? Does the company have a proven track record in turning around 
struggling businesses?

Which part(s) of the world represents the biggest opportunity for Rakuten? What countries is the •	
company targeting next? How has Rakuten approached the important issue of logistics, particularly 
abroad?

3P sellers:

Should 3P sellers list on Rakuten? What are the main draws to the marketplace? What are the risks? •	
Why does Rakuten have far fewer merchants than its rivals? Will the unified platform bring the 
expected benefits?

Why is Rakuten’s ecosystem much better than that of other marketplaces, who do not compete with •	
their 3P sellers (Books and the content business excluded, where Rakuten act as a seller)?

Rakuten has never had the problem of being seen as an auction house or better flea market on which •	
major brands would be unwilling to list as they are worried about branding and pricing integrity. But 
will Rakuten’s premium positioning assert itself over the much broader range and network effects of 
the likes of eBay and Amazon? Can a pure marketplace provider, without proprietary selling, really 
function with only 42k 3P sellers?

Mobile:

Why has Rakuten emphasised the importance of mobile? What is the significance of the acquisition •	
of Viber? Is Japan’s m-commerce a model for m-commerce developments elsewhere?

How is Rakuten innovating in payment?•	



FEATURES

In depth look at online retailing in Japan •	
and Rakuten’s ecosystem, an overview of 
Rakuten’s activities over the last 5 years.

Detailed statistics including Gross Merchandise •	
Sales, revenues, net income, margins and 
customer accounts with a comparative 
analysis against Amazon, based on Amazon 
Best Seller tracker insights on Japan, such as 
average price points, number of orders, etc.

Evaluation of business principles around •	
international expansion and ecosystem 
creation and harnessing network effects.

A thorough assessment of Rakuten’s outlook •	
including case studies and recommendations.

Features & Benefits

BENEFITS

Understand Rakuten’s business model and •	
why the Japanese company is a radically 
different proposition to Amazon, eBay and 
Alibaba. Learn about premium positioning 
and driving loyalty as well as sales event 
creation.

Help merchants in the decision making •	
process on whether to join Rakuten’s 
marketplace, understand threats and risks as 
well as opportunities and benefits.

Gain insights into Rakuten’s innovative •	
thinking and be inspired to incorporate 
elements into your own growth strategy.

Find out about growth opportunities for •	
Rakuten and identify the key threats to the 
company.
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«Research Farm publishes great reports every year, and each report 
brings a unique perspective compared to any other information 
available elsewhere: the analyses go deep, they are supported with 
data, but what I most value is that each report is built around a ‘clear 
story’, contains proprietary insights and even sometimes innovative 
projections into the future which help us to think out of the box.»
Global Channel Category sales
Nestle waters

«For us the ResearchFarm reports are so useful. The information provided give us the opportu-
nity to increase our knowledge about the retail industry and its key trends.»
Rafael Florez - CEO GS1 Columbia

«The discounters reports  were and still are very helpful as we got lots of detailed information 
and figures we haven’t found anywhere else. This has helped us to progress with our plans of 
expansion in the US  and convince people internally of the market potential.»
Marketing Manager - Bonifaz-Kohler

«On DLF’s (Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers) New Years 
Conference we had the great pleasure to hear ResearchFarm speak about future trends in on-
line grocery retailing. The feed back from the conference participants was very positive as they 
gave ResearchFarm’s presentation the highest score of all speakers, finding the analysis about 
the key success factors of chosen EU and US online retailers both very interesting and inspiring. 
We can therefore give ResearchFarm our best recommendation.»
Dagligvareleverandørerne
Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers

Testimonials - Our Clients Say It Best

+ press quotes
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